Universal Dose Counter For Metered Dose Inhalers

PULMO SCALE™

- Quickly and Accurately Determines Remaining Doses in your Metered Dose Inhaler
- Displays Remaining Doses Based On Weight
- Supports Many Popular Medications at the touch of a button
- Custom Entry Mode allows the Device to Work with Virtually Any Metered Dose Inhaler

Compact, Portable
Accurate

Display Count Flashes When Low

Pulmo Scale™ is the only device, outside of a research lab, programmed to use the weight of an inhaler’s contents to accurately determine the number of doses remaining.

While inhaler manufacturers have concentrated on triggers and fine tuning and simplification of mechanical parts, Pulmo Scale™ has taken a radically different approach.

Pulmo Scale™ delivers 98% accuracy by focusing on what actually remains inside the canister, regardless of an inhaler’s propensity to leak or misfire, or how it is handled by the patient.

Pulmo Scale™ is the ideal cost-effective choice for any end user or institution.

1 Enter Your Medication ID, Listed Inside The Cover
2 Place Your Canister On The Scale Platform
3 Read The Dose Count On The Display

Supports Many Popular Medications at the touch of a button